Abstract

Product lines need decision models that guide the derivation of product variants satisfying specific requirements. In dynamic product lines, whose requirements vary during runtime, these decision models are also required to support automatic product reconfigurations in response to changing requirements. However, because of the combinatorial explosion of variants, such automatic decision making suffers from poor performance with many variants. In this paper, we introduce a mathematical formulation of this scalability problem. Based on the formulation, we discuss the limitations of existing approaches to support variants scalability. These limitations are addressed by our modular approach whose decision model combines (1) the use of utility functions, and (2) various optimisations of the search space. The analysis is supported by experience with the QuA and MADAM middleware, which apply this approach to supports self-adaptation based on dynamic product lines.

1. Introduction

Variation points and decision models are central concepts in software product lines. Variation points encode the variability of the product line and make possible the derivation of different variants from a common code base. The decision model guides the derivation of a variant that meets given requirements. The derivation of a product variant can be seen as a design effort within a constrained design space given by the product line architecture. The decision model encodes design knowledge relevant to this constrained design space. Basically, the process has three main steps: i) decide the requirements, ii) resolve the variation points, and iii) build the variant from the selected parts.

In classical applications of software product lines, the derivation of product variants has typically been done by engineers before delivery. Automation in the form of tool support has been leveraged to cut cost and calendar time, but one could always rely on human beings to agree with the customer on the requirements and to handle possible conflicts, ambiguities or lack of completeness in the decision model and to sort out build problems.

In our research we attempt to apply product lines to support the development of self-adapting applications for mobile use. Mobile settings are characterized by dynamic variation in both user needs and resource constraints and therefore need applications that are capable of adapting to such changes at runtime. The idea is to build self adapting applications as product lines with explicit variability and to achieve self adaptation by automating the product derivation process.

Utilizing product lines in the way explained above poses particular requirements both on the kind of variation points that can be used and on the decision model.

Firstly, the decision model must lend itself to automatic resolution of variation points that represents a good solution for a given set of requirements. “Good” in this connection means respecting the resource constraints and satisfying the user needs.

Secondly, we must be able to find a solution in sufficiently short time that the operation of the application is not disturbed in an unacceptable way.

Finally, on a mobile device we must be able to handle the coordinated adaptation of a dynamically varying set of applications competing about the available computing and communication resources. Although mobile devices are typically resource poor, most of them are multitasking units that supports the use of several applications concurrently and the user will stop and start applications to suit the task at hand.
This means that the decision models must be automatically combinable.

In this paper, we focus on the decision model and the automation of the process of finding a resolution of variation points that gives a variant that best fits a given set of requirements. Ideally, we want the best solution, but we may be willing to trade goodness for speed to some extent. The contribution of this paper is threefold:

- A precise description of the variant scalability problem illustrated with realistic scenarios
- An set of heuristics for reducing the search space of variants
- A modular decision model framework that combines the above heuristics achieving a greater reduction of the search space than each of them can achieve alone

The contributions in this paper represent ongoing research work, and we plan to do more extensive validation later on.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present alternative approaches to representing decision models for dynamic product lines and discuss their merits. Then, in Section 3, we examine the approach based on utility functions in more detail focusing on the scalability issue. Section 4 reports experiences with a middleware platform for dynamic product lines based on utility functions. Section 5 describes some new propels and finally Section 6 offers some conclusions and suggestions for further work.

2. Alternative approaches

There are basically three main approaches which have been proposed for the description of decision models for self-adaptation: (i) situation-action approaches where adaptation rules specify exactly what to do in certain situations [1], (ii) goal-based approaches where goals describe high-level objectives that the self-adapting system should attempt to fulfill [2], and (iii) utility functions-based approaches where utility functions assign a utility value to each application variant as a function of application properties, context and goals [3][4].

We have chosen to apply utility functions in our MADAM approach [5] for several reasons. Firstly, the analysis of mobile scenarios shows that the selection of the “best configuration” is complex as it requires reasoning on dependencies between context elements, adaptation forms and concurrent forms. Utility functions enable us to express such dependencies.

Secondly, unlike situation-action approaches, the actions needed to reconfigure to a new configuration are not explicitly described, but derived at runtime by the middleware. Thirdly, as will be discussed in more detail in the next section, a decision model for a set of applications competing for shared resources can be built from the model fragments associated with the components making up the applications at runtime.

The drawback however, is that the computational complexity of finding a variant is exponential in the number of variation points. In the following we investigate possible approaches to handle this.

3. Scalability of utility based decision models

3.1. The MADAM decision model

In MADAM [5], four types of variation points are supported:

- Several variants of each software component.
- Configuration parameters for software components, e.g. buffer size.
- Distribution or the deployment of software components on different computers in a distributed computing environment.
- Hardware variation points, e.g. (a) Alternative processor clock frequencies, affecting response times and power consumption. (b) Alternative display colour schemes for different light conditions. (c) Alternative communication technologies (e.g., UMTS uses more power compared to GSM, but will also offer more bandwidth).

In addition, the middleware may choose to stop one or more applications if this increases the combined utility of the remaining applications.

Variation points are characterized by properties which may vary between their variants. These properties express functional and/or QoS properties of the provided service. In addition, software variants differ in terms of the computing and communication resources they need in order to execute. Hardware variants differ in terms of battery consumption.

The properties and the resource needs of an application variant are computed from the properties and resource needs of the component variants. The properties and resource needs of component variants are built by means of associated property predictor functions.

More formally, the basic concepts in the MADAM approach are represented in Figure 1.
In Figure 1, there are $I$ applications $A_i, ..., A_{i+I}$. Each application $A_i$ has $N(i)$ variants $V_{i,1}, ..., V_{i,N(i)}$. Each variant $V_{i,j}$ requires $r_{i,j,m}$ resources of resource type $m$. In total, there are $M$ resource types $\sigma_1, ..., \sigma_M$ for each resource type $\sigma_m$ there are $Q(m)$ hardware variants. Each hardware variant $q$ of resource type $\sigma_m$ has its resource limitation $R_{m,q}$.

Examples of resource dimensions are processing requirements in terms of average instructions per second, disk and memory storage requirements, and network bandwidth requirements. For each resource type $\sigma_m$, the total resources consumed must be less than or equal to the available resources $R_{m}$:

$$\sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{n=1}^{N(i)} r_{i,n,m} x_{i,n,m} \leq R_{m}, \quad m = 1, ..., M$$

In this equation $R_{m}$ is the total amount of available resources of resource type $\sigma_m$ for the selected hardware variant. $x_{i,n}$ is a decision variable which is set to 1 if this application variant $n$ is used for application type $i$. At most one variant should be selected for each application type. However, we may not use any application types for an application:

$$\forall i \in [I] \left[ \sum_{n=1}^{N(i)} x_{i,n} \in \{0, 1\} \right]$$

Each of the application variants satisfies one or more varying properties, but must in addition also satisfy fixed properties. There are $K$ varying properties $P_k$, and each application variant $V_{i,j}$ has the properties $p_{i,j,k}$. The user weights the importance of the varying properties according to the preference function $f_k$.

Based on the amount of varying properties and the user preferences, a utility $u_{i,n,k}$ is calculated for each property for each application variant. This utility is a number between 0 and 1. The total utility for all application variants selected shall be maximized:

$$\max \sum_{i=1}^{I} \sum_{n=1}^{N(i)} \sum_{k=1}^{K} u_{i,n,k}$$

This sum is normalised based on the user preferences for each application, $e_i, ..., e_I$, where $\sum_{i=1}^{I} e_i = 1$. This last equation should be optimised, using the first two equations as constraints.

The weights on properties will in general differ between applications, and the functional properties will of course be different. If we take also this into consideration, then the equations will become more complex, but they will basically be similar.

3.2. Scalability

The algorithm for automating the selection of the best combination of application and resource variants works by going through all possibilities and selecting the one with the highest utility which also respect the resource constraints. If all variants could be combined freely, the number of possibilities $S$ will be:

$$S = \prod_{i=1}^{I} \left[ N(i) + 1 \right] - 1 \prod_{m=1}^{M} Q(m)$$

The possibility to stop applications is accounted for by adding one variant to the $N(i)$ combinations of components for each application. We have to run at least one application, accounted for by “1”.

We also need to express the number of variants per application based on the number of variants per component $C(z)$ for all the $Z(i)$ components for application $I$, to get an expression for $N(i)$ ($1 \leq z \leq Z(i)$):

$$\forall i \in [I] \left[ N(i) = \prod_{z=1}^{Z(i)} C(z) \right]$$

Combining the last two formulas we see how $S$ grows exponentially with the total number of variation points.
These two formulas are the worst case. In practice, there will typically be dependencies between variation points constraining allowable combinations. Within an application, the developer will introduce architectural constraints, effectively limiting the feasible combinations of component variants within one application, because some variants of a component depend on specific variants of other components. This effectively reduces the potential permutation of component variants. Also not all sets of application variants will depend on all resource types. Nevertheless, we still have an exponential growth of the number of possibilities with the total number of variation points.

Although this is not a pleasant property of our solution, it will only be a problem if the number of possibilities to consider exceeds what can be processed in the available time in typical cases. To get an idea about the size, in the next section we analyse two scenarios based on our experience with the MADAM middleware [5].

### 3.3. Scenario 1: SatMotion

The SatMotion application is used to align satellite antennas for satellite-based wireless communication. It consists of a client part running on a handheld device used by the installer during the alignment procedure, and a server part running on a server located at the installer company headquarters and controlling some signal analysis equipment connected to an antenna. The handheld sends a test signal through the antenna being aligned. The test signal is picked up by the antenna at the headquarters and analysed. The analysis result is sent back to the handheld via a separate internet connection. This application can be used in three different modes, OneWay, TwoWay and Offline, with different requirements regarding the internet connection to the headquarter. Furthermore, some components can be deployed either on the handheld or on other computers to which the handheld has network connections. For this scenario, let us assume that the four alternatives are the installers own laptop, a server at the customer site, in addition to an even more powerful server.

Assuming SatMotion is the only application of interest, and taking dependencies between variation points into account, there are 128 alternatives to consider as shown in the AND/OR graph in Figure 2. In this graph, AND means that all elements below an element in the tree have to be selected. In this case we multiply the number of variants. With OR in the graph, only one element needs to be chosen and we add the number of variants in the tree.

Without architectural constraints we will have 1260 variants, as each component has the number of variants as shown in Table 1. With architectural constraints we are then able to reduce the number of variants from 1260 to 128.

The total adaptation time consists of three elements:
- Detection of context changes: depending on the complexity of the context and on the filtering of context changes.
- Reasoning about changes and making adaptation decisions.
• Implementing the selected alternative — i.e., to reconfigure. This time will depend on the number of components necessary to change, with increasing time for more component changes.

Of the above factors, only the middle one, the decision algorithm, depends on the number of variants. Under some conditions, the first and final may be considered to be fixed.

An ideal response time for the complete adaptation is less than 1 second. Less than 4 - 5 seconds is acceptable, and more than 10 seconds is in general unacceptable, but this depends on the utility increase. If the system is currently not usable, the user may be willing to wait for as long as one minute. On the other hand, when he only gets a marginal improvement, even 3 seconds may be too much (under the assumption that the user is not able to work simultaneously, in which case the adaptation time does not matter that much).

Experience with the MADAM middleware indicates that the capacity of the decision algorithm is in the order of 1000 alternatives per second.

Considering also that handheld devices on the market today do not have capacity to run much more than one application of this size at the time it may seem that we do not have a problem. However, the capacity of handheld devices increases and in the future more complex scenarios are likely.

Table 1 Component permutations in SatMotion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Variants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UI</td>
<td>6+7+1=14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controller</td>
<td>1+1+1=3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math processing</td>
<td>4+0+1=5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorder</td>
<td>5+1+0=6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCT</td>
<td>14×3×5×6=1260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Scenario 2: Several applications

In this scenario the satellite installer in addition to using SatMotion also uses an IP telephony application and an email application to communicate with headquarters about future assignments, and also listens to music provided by a player on the device. Finally, a virus checking program is running in the background.

If we assume that the additional applications have 10 variants each, we will in total get 129×11×11×11×11=1,888,688 permutations of the application variants. We may assume that the CPU has five different clock frequencies and that we can choose between four types of internet connection: WLAN, UMTS, GSM and Bluetooth. The grand total of variants is then 1,888,688×5×4=37,773,760.

3.5. Concluding on problem size

With in the order of tens of million alternatives and a reasoning capacity of in the order of 1,000 alternatives per second we are not able to complete within a reasonable time. We therefore need ways of dealing with the scalability problem. Our experience from the MADAM project seems to indicate that it is the number of simultaneous running applications which primarily causes the scaling problems, and not that each application has very many variants.

4. Existing solutions

Before we combine all possible variants for all variation points, we are in some ways in a linear domain. In the linear domain, we have some explicit information, which is lost when we do the expansion into the exponential domain. A clever approach will try to use this explicit information in the linear domain. As a simple example, suppose we have altogether 1,000,000 variants. If by using explicit information we are able to eliminate one variation point in the linear domain having 10 variants, then we reduce the problem to 100,000 variants.

4.1. Brute force approach

The brute force approach simply traverses the tree of all alternative variants and always keeps the best variant visited. The execution time is proportional to the number of variants, and grows exponentially with the number of variation points. It maintains indexed collections of variants for each variation point while recursively traversing the tree. The memory requirement will therefore be proportional to the number of variation points, i.e. it will not grow exponentially with the number of variants points, but will grow linearly.

4.2. Greedy approach

In addition to the brute force approach, MADAM also provides a greedy approach were the utility for all application variants of all applications are stored in a sorted table [6]. The applications with the highest potential utility are selected first. However, this choice can influence the available resources, which means that the variant utilities of the remaining applications need to be updated. Assuming that we have 3
applications containing 10 variants, we may have to evaluate the utility of all the $10+10+10$ variants when selecting the application variant with the best utility for the first application. In the worst case, we have to update the application variant utilities for the remaining $10+10$ application variants when selecting the variant for the second application and finally we may have to evaluate the best variant for the third application. Altogether, we will need to evaluate 60 application variant utilities in the worst case. Using the brute force approach, we will need to evaluate $(10+1)^3-1 = 1330$ variants, when running at least one of the three applications.

In this greedy approach, the selected application variants may quickly exhaust the available resources. Thus, the user will generally be able to run fewer applications than with an optimal brute force approach. A potential refinement of this approach is to select variants which have the highest ratio of utility to resource consumption. We may therefore replace their concept with our application concept.

In addition to functional preferences, Aura also gives a special treatment to warm-up time (see Section 5.5). The MADAM framework provides a more uniform and conceptually simpler treatment of these concerns, but then loses some flexibility.

The two-step approach in Q-CAD [9] resembles the two-step approach in Aura, but where the first step in Aura focuses on functional requirements only, additionally non-functional requirements are used in the first step in Q-CAD (e.g., when there is more than 30% battery left, then the resource must provide encryption, but when there is less battery, no encryption should be used).

4.4. Aura and Q-CAD

Compared to MADAM, components are not explicit in Aura [8], which focuses on selecting completely different variants of applications for each service. A natural consequence of the absence of components is a static application without any internal adaptation.

The utility function in Aura consists of two parts, the functional preferences and the QoS preferences. Using functional preferences, the user ranks all applications offering a particular service (e.g., for editing, I prefer MS Word slightly more than Emacs, while Wordpad is close to unacceptable, modelled by the utility values 1.0, 0.9 and 0.2, respectively). In Aura, we know the application variant preferences before we need to evaluate the QoS utility functions. The application variant preferences then become an upper bound on the combined utility function. If we have two possible variants for each of the applications $a$ and $b$, we may term four resulting application variant combinations: (1) $a_1 + b_1$, (2) $a_1 + b_2$, (3) $a_2 + b_1$ and (4) $a_2 + b_2$. Let us assume that the application variant preferences for these four variants are 0.8, 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2. If we find a combined application utility which is better than 0.6 when evaluating the QoS utility functions for the configuration $a_1 + b_1$, then we do not need to search the QoS utility functions for the other configuration variants, since the overall utility cannot be better than 0.6 in any of them.

In addition to functional preferences, Aura also gives a special treatment to warm-up time (see Section 5.5). The MADAM framework provides a more uniform and conceptually simpler treatment of these concerns, but then loses some flexibility.

The two-step approach in Q-CAD [9] resembles the two-step approach in Aura, but where the first step in Aura focuses on functional requirements only, additionally non-functional requirements are used in the first step in Q-CAD (e.g., when there is more than 30% battery left, then the resource must provide encryption, but when there is less battery, no encryption should be used).

4.5. QuO

QuO [10] models the functional relationship between a given context and the best variant. A good variant will in general be best for an area in the multi-dimensional space of all context properties. Some variants will never be best for any context properties

...
and can simply be discarded. To generate this mapping will require extensive resources, and may also consume much storage space. To use it will however be inexpensive. Nevertheless, this approach represents something to strive for, but may be difficult to implement fully.

4.6. Divide and conquer

The Divide and Conquer (D&C) approach [11] is aimed both at adaptation scalability and at variability. The main goal is the immediate and quick breakdown of an adaptation scenario with many independent users, machines and applications into smaller, logical and physical independent sub-problems that can be handled separately and in parallel. D&C does not divide up until reaching single variation points. Conditions for stopping D&C can be that a sub-problem is small enough to be solved quickly by another method or that it cannot be divided into almost independent parts.

D&C works if the adaptation problems of the parts are small and independent enough to be solved, and if the combined solution to these parts is good enough to satisfy the users. In other words, D&C does not aim at finding a global optimal solution to the adaptation problem but at a scalable one that is considered good enough.

4.7. Genetic algorithms

Genetic algorithms are another kind of algorithms that are concerned about planning heuristics performance and scalability [12]. In these approaches, the search space is explored randomly during a fixed number of steps (called generations). For each generation, the weakest configurations of the population (a constant subset of relevant configurations in the adaptation space) are replaced by stronger configurations using crossover and mutation operators. The strength of configurations is based on the computation of their associated utility function. Thus, depending on (1) the number of generations and (2) the size of the initial population considered by the algorithm, the quality of the result varies in terms of optimality since the exploration of the adaptation space is unpredictable and mostly depends on random (or probability) operators.

5. New proposals

As the existing approaches are far from optimal, we explore some novel approaches in this section. Our proposal is to reduce the scalability problem by limiting the search space of variants. We dynamically combine several heuristics to filter irrelevant variants for a given adaptation.

5.1. Early filtering

Early filtering approaches aim at reducing complexity in the linear domain. This means that they exploit the knowledge of variants to discard as early as possible those that are unlikely to be selected by the heuristic. This filtering process can be achieved by considering (1) static properties defined by variants, and (2) dynamic properties related to context changes.

Filtering based on static properties

Variants can be early filtered by comparing their static properties (e.g., memory consumption, network bandwidth required) to contextual information. This means that if a variant requires resources which are not available, it can be excluded from the search space. When considering the SatMotion application from Section 3.3, the loss of network connectivity implies the discarding of 127 useless variants to keep only 1 variant supporting a disconnected execution mode.

Early filtering can be implemented by using a trading service where look-up is based on required service properties for retrieving variants [13]. The variants are registered in the trading service based on their static properties, while the filtering of variants is ensured by the trading query used by the adaptation process to retrieve compatible variants.

Filtering based on dynamic properties

Variants can also be early filtered on properties of variants that are not registered in the trading service. Such filtering can be realized by associating to variants predicates whose variables range over context elements [13]. This solution complements trading based filtering described above and allows filtering on both static and dynamic properties.

A context dependency could e.g., express a minimum memory requirement. Context dependencies of component compositions must be derived from the context dependencies of its constituent components, and it may not be statically known which components that will be selected.

In scalable video streaming, bandwidth requirements depend on the configuration of the video encoder. In many cases, it is not feasible to measure the bandwidth for every possible configuration. One alternative approach is to estimate the bandwidth
requirement using a suitable mathematical function fitted to a smaller number of measured points. Consult [14] for several examples of context dependencies applied to adaptable video streaming which effectively reduces the search space and ensures only feasible variants for the current context are considered.

5.2. Utility function analysis

The utility for each application variant and for each property $k$ is a function $S_k$ of the varying property and the weight, $f_k$, on each property:

$$u_{i,n,k} = f_k S_k (p_{i,n,k})$$

We then get this function for the total user utility:

$$U = \sum_{i=1}^{l} \sum_{n=1}^{N(i)} \sum_{k=1}^{K} u_{i,n,k}$$

$$= \sum_{i=1}^{l} \sum_{n=1}^{N(i)} \sum_{k=1}^{K} x_{i,n} f_k S_k (p_{i,n,k})$$

$$= \sum_{i=1}^{l} \sum_{n=1}^{N(i)} \sum_{k=1}^{K} x_{i,n} f_k S_k (p_{i,n,k})$$

The more combinations of variants and properties we are able to exclude, the better. Less important applications will contribute very little to the overall utility and can therefore be discarded in the scalability exploration. Similarly, less important properties can also be discarded. We can therefore look at weights of the product of application importance and quality utility functions, and focus on some of them. In the table below, we have four applications with four properties.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Combining applications with properties</th>
<th>App 1, $e_1 = 0.5$</th>
<th>App 2, $e_2 = 0.3$</th>
<th>App 3, $e_3 = 0.1$</th>
<th>App 4, $e_4 = 0.1$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Property $a$, $f_a = 0.4$</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property $b$, $f_b = 0.3$</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property $c$, $f_c = 0.2$</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property $d$, $f_d = 0.1$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 2, we observe that the product of App 1 and Property $a$ is 20 times larger than the product of App 4 and Property $d$. One way of using this information, is to only focus on App 1 and 2, with properties $a$, $b$ and $c$, in a first approximation. Reducing the number of applications to look at, is in the linear domain as defined in the taxonomy in Section 4, and will exponentially reduce the number of application variants. Inspired by the Aura heuristic, if we find a utility above a certain threshold, we can stop the search. Otherwise, we must also consider both property $d$ and App 3 and 4, in a step-wise fashion.

Issues for further work in this context are:

- Priorities of applications and properties will change depending on the context, but it may also be considered as stable for some time. They will probably change based on the situation the user is in e.g., he/she is sitting quietly in a waiting room of the train station, or he/she is operating some quick tasks when walking to the train.
- We should define how many applications and properties to consider for each step. When we only consider some properties, several variants will differ in utility only with the properties which are not considered, and may be combined.

Even if we are not able to consider low priority applications together with high priority applications, it is still possible to consider them after the high priority applications. As an example, if we have 9 applications with 10 variants each, and there are 3 high priority applications and 6 low priority applications, then the number of variants to consider in the first iteration will not be 1 billion, but 1,000. In the second iteration, we consider only 1,000 variants, and in the third iteration we may consider the remaining 1,000 variants, if at all necessary.

In some ways, focusing on the most important applications first is a generalisation of the greedy approach in Section 4.2, because in the greedy approach we always consider one application at a time, whereas we here may consider several applications simultaneously. The utility function analysis may produce a better utility for the user, but will also cost more in terms of computing resources.

5.3. Utility function decomposition

To generalise the Aura heuristic [8] two conditions have to be met: (1) The application utility function itself must be decomposable, and (2) it must be possible to estimate one part of the utility function in advance (also known as early binding/fixing).

Thus, this heuristic decomposes the utility function into a stable part and an unknown part. The stable part of the utility function may be used as a basis for sorting variants, and may be also used to ignore many variants. Consequently, the unknown part of the utility function does not need to be evaluated for the excluded variants. For example, the variants whose stable part is
below the utility of the variant currently deployed can be automatically discarded to keep only the promising variants. Then, when evaluating these promising variants, the resulting utility is computed as the product of the stable part and the unknown part. If the unknown part of the utility function is 0.8 and its stable part is 0.9, then the total utility of the variant $V_1$ is 0.72. Since the unknown part of the utility function cannot exceed 1.0, no other variant can give a total utility above 0.7. Consequently, we can select the variant $V_1$ and stop the search for the best utility.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variants</th>
<th>$V_1$</th>
<th>$V_2$</th>
<th>$V_3$</th>
<th>$V_4$</th>
<th>$V_5$</th>
<th>$V_6$</th>
<th>$V_7$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stable part</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown part</td>
<td>$x_1$</td>
<td>$x_2$</td>
<td>$x_3$</td>
<td>$x_4$</td>
<td>$x_5$</td>
<td>$x_6$</td>
<td>$x_7$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There is a trade-off between how often the first part of the utility function changes and how efficient this heuristic is. This means that the stability of the first part of the utility function is the keystone of the heuristic. We must then know the frequency of adaptations —i.e., changes in the execution context, or changes in the set of applications— because some of these changes can affect the first part of the utility function.

Aura uses the user’s perceived utility of the functional properties as the stable part of the utility function. However, in a mobile environment, a user may have different functional requirements depending on his situation. For some situations, the user will benefit from more sophisticated functionalities.

The stable part of the utility function can also be adjusted dynamically by balancing it with the history of the unknown parts computed during the previous adaptations of the system. In this case, the early ranking of variants can evolve dynamically, based on the experience collected during the life cycle of the system. Thus, the adaptation heuristic will learn and memorise the best variants.

### 5.4. Distribution

Part of the planning may be delegated to more powerful servers, which may increase the feasible number of variants for example by a factor of 100. These servers may in the extreme case be Grid infrastructures, which may increase the factor by an additional factor of 1,000. The cost for the latter option will of course make this infeasible in the general case. Delegation to a more powerful server is only relevant if we have a network connection, but as described above, the number of variants is higher with network connection than without network connection.

To achieve the distribution of the planning process, the adaptation mechanism should deploy a planning engine on a remote server (or delegate to a running one) together with the variants and the parameters required to operate the adaptation heuristic.

If the current utility is fairly acceptable, the planning may be spread out in time and run as a background process, holding memory resources for a longer time.

### 5.5. Warm-up time

The time to reconfigure after deciding which variant to go for is also termed warm-up time [8]. In a distributed environment, the warm-up time will not be constant. If the new variant requires components currently residing on a server, it will take some time to acquire and install these components. Similarly, a configuration where only a few components are changed may be easier to configure than when all components are new. Also the user’s tolerance for warm-up time will differ. If the current application variant can no longer run (e.g., because the required network connection is no longer available), then the user is simply unable to do anything useful. In this situation the warm-up time should of course be as short as possible. On the other hand, in this case there is no real alternative to adaptation.

The cost of warm-up time could be modelled as one varying property. This serves to deflate the utility of a new potential configuration compared to the utility of the existing application. With only a marginal utility improvement the user is not willing to wait —i.e., if the utility improvement is below a certain threshold, then we will not trigger an adaptation. In this way, warm-up time may be treated as a stable part of the utility function of a variant.

The inflation of the utility for the running application variants means that under some circumstances it is not needed to look for potential new application variants.

- If the utility of the running application variants have a quite high utility, then many alternative variants can simply be discarded. In the extreme case, no alternatives will manage to compete with the existing application variants, given the warm-up time.
- We know using one of the two decomposition heuristics that the utility of some application variants may never climb above the level required to beat the existing utility value giving the warm-up time deflation.
5.6. Decision model framework

The MADAM middleware defines a decision model framework (left part of Figure 3) that can be extended with the five heuristics described above that all in combination reduce the variants search space.

The heuristics introduced (right part of Figure 3) operate at different steps of the decision model to gradually reduce the size of the search space. By exploiting different forms of meta-data (e.g., static/dynamic properties, dominating factors), these heuristics discard the variants that are not likely to be selected by the decision model.

The meta-data variety exploited by our approach does not imply that the application variants have to exhibit all the necessary meta-data to be efficient. Nevertheless, the performance of our approach directly depends on the amount and the quality of meta-data available.

Figure 3: Combination of proposed heuristics

6. Conclusion and further work

This paper has suggested a set of heuristics to reduce the scalability issues related to the implementation of decision models in dynamic software product lines. In this domain, the number of product variants to consider during a dynamic reconfiguration can quickly exceed the capacity of the reconfiguration system due to the phenomenon of combinatorial explosion of variants. We also reported on some experience of applying some of these heuristics in the QuA and MADAM middlewares.

These are preliminary results that require further validation. In our future work we plan to implement and experiment with the proposed approaches in the context of the MUSIC project and further investigate the modeling and performance issues. This will include gaining experience with real-life commercial applications.
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